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Theme Sharing
The Ascension of the Lord
Not Separated
The Ascension of our Lord and Saviour was
an event which must have been recalled with
joy and thanksgiving by the Apostles and
disciples of Jesus Christ. Reflection on the
Ascension of the Lord should make us
aware that we live in a world of mystery, with
one bright beacon lighting the way ahead,
and that oftentimes through a sea of troubles
and difficulties. Without this light, which is
the glory which surrounds this final event in
the earthly history of Jesus, we would not
know where we are, what will become of us,
what we are to believe, and what the
ultimate meaning is of life on earth. But if we
have the generosity of heart to risk
everything, and accept God’s word, then we
will be able to go forward in the knowledge
that our Redeemer lives, and is even now at
the right hand of the Father, making
intercession for each and every soul on
earth.
“Who shall separate us from the love of
Christ?” the New Testament asks (Rom
8:35-39). Indeed nothing can, for in “all
things we are conquerors through him who
loved us.” We can remain certain that
“neither death nor life, nor things present nor
things to come, nor height nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of God in Christ
Jesus our Lord.” “He then led them” – the
specially chosen witnesses of his
post-resurrection appearances – “out as far
as Bethany, and lifting up his hands he
blessed them. And it came to pass that while
he blessed them, he parted from them and
was taken up into heaven” (Lk 24:50f). At
that moment every thought and feeling they
ever had about him must have come
crowding back into their minds.
The cry of their hearts might well have been
the plea, “We beseech you, Oh Lord, do not
leave us.” This was the first reaction on their
part, which surely tended to override every
other feeling, as Christ ascended into
heaven before their eyes.
But, in a truly wonderful way, their sorrow
and anxiety gave way to more lofty and
noble emotions. For we are told, “they
returned to Jerusalem with great joy, and
were continually in the Temple praising
God.” They had seen Christ being raised up
on high, and their spirits were lifted up with
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him to a new spiritual plane, making them
determined and confident in facing up to the
prospect of trials such as Christ himself had
endured. Christ had suffered and entered
into joy, and so would they, after his example,
although to a lesser degree. “Was it not
necessary,” Jesus had asked the disciples
on the road to Emmaus, “that the Christ
should suffer these things, and so enter into
his glory?” And so it was that from the
moment of Pentecost onwards, the Apostles
would no longer hesitate in the face of
opposition and persecution. We are told in
the Acts of the Apostles (5:41) that they were
even “glad to have the honour of suffering
humiliation for the sake of the name,”
meaning of course Jesus, who by his
resurrection had received the name “Lord.”
Christ suffered and entered into joy; so did
the Apostles in their measure, and so do we.
The Apostles were not allowed to bask in the
glow of this newfound consolation. They
were commanded to preach to all the
nations, to baptise them and lead them to
obey the teachings of Christ. At some point
or other in the life of each of us there is pain
and sorrow and trouble. But we must be tried
in order to triumph, humbled in order to be
exalted. “If you can have some share in the
sufferings of Christ, be glad, because you
will enjoy a much greater gladness when his
glory is revealed,” St Peter, by way of
encouragement, tells us (1 Pet 4:13). Then
when the time comes to leave this world, you
will also be able to say with St Paul, “I have
fought the good fight; I have finished the
race: I have kept the faith” (2 Tim 4:7), and
“all there is left for me now is the crown of
justice reserved for me, which the Lord, the
just judge will give to me on that day; and
not only to me but to all who have longed for
his coming.” Lastly Jesus says, “Let not your
heart be troubled. I go to prepare a place for
you .. and I will come again, and will take
you to myself, so that where I am, you also
may be” (Jn 14:1+).

Pope’s Monthly
Prayers Intention
June General and Missionary
Intention
Universal: Eliminate arms trade
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That national leaders may firmly commit
themselves to ending the arms trade, which
victimizes so many innocent people.

Diocese & Other News
Walk for ONE ROCK
Please come and join the Walk for One Rock
on Friday June 9th from Rockyford to
Strathmore. Gather up your friends, your
family and your backpack for a day of
friendship and comradery. Join the priests
and religious of our Diocese and enjoy the
Alberta countryside and blue skies as we
walk to raise funds and awareness for the
One Rock Festival of Faith. You're welcome
to walk the whole way, or choose to walk
2km, 5km or 10km. Check out
www.onerock.ca for more details and to
register.

Parish Activities

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
on June 3
The June’s Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament will be led by Adult Catechism on
June 3 from 10am to 11am.
Fr. Nguyen will listen to Confession.
Parishioners are encouraged to attend.

Parish TIA and Father's Day BBQ
Picnic
Please invite your family and friends to join
our parish TIA and Father's Day BBQ Picnic
at the Bowness Park (8900 - 48 Ave, N.W.)
on Sunday , June 18 from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. Tickets and detail will be available at
the Church entrances from May 21 to June
11. Each BBQ bag is $10.

Breakfast Corner and Movie
Afternoon
Date: June 4 (Sunday)
Place: OLPH Upper Hall
Sponsor: Pastoral Care Team
Breakfast in Cantonese style Congee with
shredded pork and preserved egg, two rolls
of stuffed sticky rice and one fried taro
shrimp will be served after 10:00am and
11:30am mass, complimentary muffins and
drinks after 8:30am mass.
Breakfast ticket is $5 each, on sale at
Church main entrance.
Movie is free of charge. Join us in this event
of food, socializing, and faith sharing.
Movie Afternoon – 1:00pm to 3:30 pm.
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“Miracles from Heaven” (Chinese Subtitle) is
a deeply touching story about Anna Beam
who lives with a rare, incurable disease.
Everything changes when Anna tells an
amazing story of a visit to heaven after
surviving a headlong tumble into a tree. She
begins to show signs of recovering from her
fatal condition.

Together in Action 2017
The 2017 “Together in Action” commences
on the first Sunday of Lent (March 5). The
theme this year is:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they will obtain
MERCY.” (Matthew 5:7)”
Our parish’s target is $22,607 as designated
by the Diocese. As of April 17, our campaign
has received a total of $6,600. This year’s
TIA is led by Pastoral Care Team. We plead
for your ongoing support. Together we will
help thousands within our own communities
and abroad through difficult times. Let’s give
sacrificially, act out our faith, and join
Together in Action

Weekly Activities
Wed, Fri May 31, June 2
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
Fri June 2
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
Sat June 3
Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
Time: 10:00a.m. -11:00 a.m.
Place: OLPH Church
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 11:00a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church
Tai Chi Lesson
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Yoga beginner class
Time: 11:30 a.m. - 12:45p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
R. C.I.A (Mandarin)
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Place: K of C Room
Young Adults choir practice
Time: 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Lower Hall
Sun June 4
R. C.I.A (Cantonese and English)
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people to build relationships. (Don’t stop
there though, make it a weekly goal to get
together in person with a friend or family
member.)
“Friendship is the source of the greatest
pleasures, and without friends even the most
agreeable pursuits become tedious.” – St.
Thomas Aquinas
4. Tell someone you love them and why
I don’t know anyone who has ever gotten
tired of hearing they are loved. It’s even
better when they are given a list of reasons
why! Whether it is your parents, siblings, or
Let There Be Light
your own children, make it a daily habit to tell
8 Things Catholics Should Do Every
at least one person in your life how much
Day
you love them.
1. Start the day with prayer, your Bible, and
“You learn to speak by speaking, to study by
a talk with your Mother –
studying, to run by running, to work by
It sounds so simple, yet I don’t understand
working, and just so, you learn to love by
why some days I can’t seem to “fit” in prayer. loving. All those who think to learn in any
Our days need to be centered around this
other way deceive themselves.”
habit. Make a date of it. Set your cell phone
-St. Francis de Sales
alarm to a time when you can pray and don’t 5. Talk about God
leave God stranded. Mornings are best, but
Make God a part of your whole day, not just
if it doesn’t work for you find a time that does. your prayer time. Bring Him into
Pull out your Bible and read a line or two.
conversations with friends, family, even
The daily Mass readings are a great place to co-workers if you can. We talk about things
start. A goal for every Catholic is to say the
we love – movies, restaurants, people… but
rosary every day, but some of us are in a
we often fail to talk about God in the same
season of life when this isn’t possible. If you
way.
can’t do a rosary, start with at least a Hail
“But this does not mean that we should
Mary and work up to a decade or a chaplet.
postpone the evangelizing mission; rather,
“Prayer is nothing else than union with God.
each of us should find ways to communicate
When the heart is pure and united with God
Jesus wherever we are. All of us are called
it is consoled and filled with sweetness; it is
to offer others an explicit witness to the
dazzled by a marvelous light.” – St. John
saving love of the Lord, who despite our
Vianney
imperfections offers us his closeness, his
2. Smile, Use your Manners, Be kind, Give
word and his strength, and gives meaning to
out hugs.
our lives.” – Pope Francis
Have you heard the old Hymn, “They will
6. Sacrifice something
know we are Christians by our love, by our
It’s so important that we learn to make daily
love…”? It’s not necessarily true today.
sacrifices and offer them up to the Lord. It
Christians have become just as rude and
doesn’t have to be anything crazy. Eat
inconsiderate as everyone else, sometimes
bread with no butter. Turn off the radio and
even more so! Let’s reclaim our Christian
drive in silence. It’s the little things that
love by smiling, letting others go first in line
cultivate our holiness and help us to
or helping old ladies cross the street.
overcome our attachment to things of the
“Let us always meet each other with smile,
world.
for the smile is the beginning of love.” –
“There is no place for selfishness—and no
Blessed Mother Teresa
place for fear! Do not be afraid, then, when
3. Go on Social Media (i.e., communicate!),
love makes demands. Do not be afraid when
call a friend, visit a friend
love requires sacrifice.”
Yes, I know we have a bunch of posts about
– Saint Pope John Paul II
how social media is overused, but go ahead, 7. Serve in some way
use it! However, use it in a way that glorifies
Look for a way to serve someone every day.
God. Share a scripture with a friend. Check
Again, this doesn’t have to be something
in on an old classmate. Daily connect with major like heading to Africa on service trip.
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Sunday School
Time: 10:00a.m.-12:30p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Office Building
Youth Choir
Time: 11:00a.m.-1:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Office Building
K of C Matteo Ricci 10119 meeting
Time: 12:30p.m.-3:00p.m
Place: OLPH Church K of C room
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It can be doing the dishes for your mom,
paying for a stranger’s coffee, or picking up
garbage as you walk down the street.
Don’t let a day go by in which you did not do
something for someone else.
“You know that our Lord does not look at the
greatness or difficulty of our action, but at
the love with which you do it. What, then,
have you to fear?” – St. Therese of the Child
Jesus
8. Reflect on your day
At the end of every day, take a few minutes
to think back over the day. An examination of
conscience is a great way to do this. Is there
someone you need to forgive? Is there
someone you need to seek forgiveness from?
Think about the ways in which the Lord
provided for you and be thankful for His
many blessings. Thank Him! Ask yourself,
did I move closer to or further from God
through my actions today? How can I do
better tomorrow?
“You must strive with all possible care to
please God in such a manner as neither to
do nor behold anything, without first
consulting Him, and in everything to seek
Him alone and His glory.” – St. Alphonsus
Rodriguez

Stories Faith Sharing
This Too Shall Pass
One morning, the boy Solomon saw the
goldsmith who works for King David's Palace
walk out of the palace very desperate and
sad. Salomon asked the goldsmith with
curiosity, what makes you feel so sad and
desperate? The goldsmith answered, I have
to provide a solution to the King within seven
days. If not I will be taken out of my job. I am
really confused because there is no solution
for what the King has asked. What is the
solution that the King is looking for?
Solomon was curious. The goldsmith
presented the demand of the King to
Solomon as follows: I need to make a gold
ring for the king with an inscription on it
which should help the king not to be very
happy and forget the divine truth at his
happy moments. At the same time the
inscriptions on it should help him not to lose
his heart when he is facing failures and
desperations. Immediately Solomon gave
what he needs to inscribe on it: He said,
write as follows "This too shall pass."
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Read More Know More
True peace is not man-made but a gift
of the Holy Spirit.
"A peace without a cross is not the peace of
Jesus" for it is only the Lord who can give us
peace amidst tribulations.
The Holy Father focused on the meaning of
the peace given by the Lord.
Jesus emphasizes that the peace He gives
is not the one given by the world.
The world wants anesthetized peace to
prevent us from seeing the Cross.
"The peace that the world offers us," the
Pope said, "is a peace without
tribulations. It offers us an artificial peace
"reduced to "tranquility". It is a peace "that is
only concerned about one’s affairs and one’s
security, lacking in nothing.”
"The world teaches us the way to
anesthetized peace: it anesthetizes us from
seeing another reality of life: the Cross. This
is why Paul says that one must enter into the
Kingdom of Heaven on the road with many
tribulations. But is it possible to obtain peace
amidst tribulation? From our side, no; we are
unable to make peace that is tranquility, a
psychological peace, our peace, because
tribulations are there, whether pain, illness or
death. But the peace that Jesus gives is a
gift: it is a gift of the Holy Spirit; and this
peace lasts through tribulations and beyond.
It's not a sort of stoicism of the ‘fakir’. No. it’s
something else.”
God's peace cannot be bought, without the
Cross is not real peace.
According to Pope Francis, God's peace is
“a gift that keeps us going."
"God's peace is real peace, that enters the
reality of life, that does not deny life; that is
life. There is suffering, there are the sick
people, there are many bad things, there are
wars ... but that peace within, which is a gift,
is not lost, but goes ahead bearing the Cross
and suffering. Peace without the Cross is not
the peace of Jesus: it is a peace that can be
bought, that can make. But it does not last; it
comes to an end. "
Let’s ask for the grace of inner peace, a gift
of the Holy Spirit.
When I get angry, the Pope said, "I lose
peace." When my heart is "troubled," "it is
because I am not open to the peace of
Jesus,” because I am unable to "bear life as
it comes, with its crosses and sorrows that
accompany it.” Rather, we must be able to
ask for the grace to ask the Lord for his
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peace:
"'We must enter the Kingdom of God through
many tribulations'. The grace of peace – of
not losing that inner peace. Regarding this a
saint said, 'The life of the Christian is a
journey between the persecutions of the
world and the consolations of God' (St.
Augustine). May the Lord make us
understand well what this peace is which He
gives us with the Holy Spirit. "
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Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
ʙԖ
˜˂ኒ
ཌྷᄩሎ–ʪਨիᓠদ ɽʾΧ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
ྯ ɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ  ʙ Нൔ 
ΖᒪkᄚΧᅤɥ෪ຳਨᕋɣพ۫
यྤܪԓɽά੫ɒɁȻုӤӰفɼ
ډγพᆽຳ
؟ʀडeȻϋիֱف̖eիᔜԜΤ
ࣄkɒʡ
 ࣄϯ  ࣄ
ɼАӂφՉථeԱɼ؟ʀडɘϮವଛ
ΖᒪkᄚΧᅤɥ෪
ᓠg

Уဖᘐᕋɣพ ංพ
 ઢʖफپeშԠᘈ෴ʸ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ
 γઢ 7,$ ᘒಃ˜فᕂݱk
ᄷᄸ Ζᒪkຳਨᕋɣพ۫
Ƀ فɃܲ φိ فe Β ݱˤࠪ ߮Չ ᄷ
ᄸgဖᘐိࠓkଳʆȾຟ
̱ ਨּක ᘒඵ فᅗ ͎ ݱઢ ܠփ ف
 ʑe࿂ϯ  ˄  ˂eࢸಃɲ ʸ͆ɒف٨ංϝ
ዸϯ  ʑgᜓҊࠪӟժᘈe ΗȻ࠱৳ძႯႫفɮӳeφȻ࠱য়
ͫڎ˰ݢeᙛʻȻশϹeྻహᚦm ༢ᅗɟʱفᓀgɼم༠ʉღࣄ࠲e
ᓀᗀɒ˰ٿɁȻࣣɫɫفϝg
ϝࡆࡆᇽ̓࠲ࣄفeٿՙᔷঋȻ
࿇ȻᅜgАܲe̜ʸم༠ϮɱԐɼ
ܳ౪ɏfʆ ˄  ˄  ˂
ܲȻࣣறঋg
̹ຳ̶݉স
̜فʓʸ૱୰eφȻ࠱ʓΗفग़ᅵف
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
֪ᎀk©ҊܲȻࣣϝeɼܲȻࣣற
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ঋgਔȻॸൃפҊܲϝفˁؔeఙ

࠵ɫܪԓ

ݢȻ൬
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ܲං˰ᗭف٨ϊgª
φɁ࠱֪ᎀeϝШɊفоοˍʙ
ՙඊͰe૱૱فʼࣕeࢷفللഡॵ
ᇑgםΗȻ࠱ܮʪفળeϝف
ே˰ଳȻ࠱٨ߣg
ϝفʸ܀য়ጛeفٸڅᔷঋ܀ڵ
ɼࢅe̜ࠪΗӟ֝ɐჽ॒ഡϝk©
ࡾܲ͡פפȻࣣঋe৳৳႕ϮɱܲȻ
ࣣ٨eᑻयˠݱϮɱܲȻࣣ٨eҊޞ
̜ேɒفɼܲ٨ߣeϦܲᎀເٿᆖ
Ɂgª
ʖංఁe̜ࠪڮᖱፀϝk©Гɼ
߮৪ྔɁeЫԜГयفพං٨eΗ
আࠃற̖eГفჭࠦᑻɼܲ༏ҊࠪȻ
ᅜgª৭ဏɘφࠖ༨فໞᇨொூe̜
ࠪɘพᗰϝɼ̈́ԇღШɊං٨e
©Ηᓀᗀɒeᐥವං˰˘ފɒ
ف٨eɘɼพφɃԠሎфmªϝ
႕k©Ҋ߮ං٨eܲΒݱҊم༠Ϯ
ɱφᗭف٨jҊ߮ං٨eܲݱɁѩ
λВݱȻࣣ٨ف୧ᗴԜ՞jҊ߮ං
٨e͇ܲםϮɱ௫ᚯˠ٨ԠൃפϮɱ
فΨΗgɼဵφӂφɃሎeɼဵГ
ࠪ܋ღޞҊeҊய߮ං٨mª
ΗறঋՙໞᇨفႴΞɐeϝШɊΖ
ᘹכʓʸॸف൶gφȻʪe̜םං
٨Ɂe̜ԇӠ͋فՙӠࢷ۞ࠕفe
λݱᓀɒᗭࠕفౣgࣄ࠲e
றঋၦໞᇨͶɘɼౚჽ॒̜Ɂg
ϝ٨ȻϊȻϊفଠංഡe٨ϊɒҲ
ʪயφౢᆍˍفगeறঋࠪˠݱԇܲ
ܴթفᚋˍeުφϝϮɱم༠eԇ
ܲล૱فᚯ௫ּف૭g
γγܮʪeϝШɊΖං٨fg
̜ုفɧ፯ഡࠕeΗɮӳfঋࡊՙ
ᗼᗀɒeԹ୰யංᅵ͋فϝg
ణūγ܅eႫΗϝԊ̖فɃe̡۔e
൲ҨeɟԊႤԠሎϝං
٨gஊΝۨ೩༔ɐԠeၚϝ٨ف
٩١jஊΝੳڗʅޜኡהeஊɐɁ©ϝ
γΣªف႓ӲjᅗفɃޞԹ
̲Ӱ༨فeෲف૭eᘫʓʸ
ԇग़ๅܻفȻӱgԇeɃူݱ
©ϝӳΖªg
ɼဵСɃ܋ღሎeɮفϝ٨ய
ᔓদഡଳȻࣣϝفઢኔk©Ҋࠪ߮
ʹʸʹ᎘᎘فං٨eˠ٨ԠൃפϮ
ɱفΨΗgª

May 28, 2017 ˼̹۔ຳ̶ਨ

مΝȻᒪᒪ
߃ዻ̣فάܲयྤف
ɼܲԜɃሸڛ˘فά൭
ҊࠪؔԻय̵̣فάeΒ̜ܲݱ
ຳृࢡفԲgઢւਫ਼ሃe©ӂφūΧ
ܾ̣فάɼܲ߃ዻ̣فάªeਔφɒ
˜ॸΗߗᗔɽሕʂҊ̣ࠪάg
߃ዻּሕ̣فάɼܲ˘ּފ̣ف
άg©˘ౌފԞҊ̣ࠪفάܲȻုӂ
φߗᗔ̣فάj̜ҊࠪܲفȻ࠱Ƀ
̣فάªeȻုᓱʟ©ݱά൭ªف
̣άgု̣ά©ުᗒ؉Ϯɱفԓe
ϮɱڕفჍeѶસϮɱȻּॢªe
φᒪఔ०ਭഞࡿᅧفά൭gᅜف
ά൭ԜɃ©ۮஸªeؔޞ©ң
Ⴋªg
˘ފઢኔҊࠪӸɒ˧Ƀ̣فάʀ
༑e̜ҊࠪeԜҊࠪޞɼӰ̓՞
̌فȻ࠱ଌྤ||ūΧܾgݱόeڕ
ຒ႕kҊ̨ࠪක༨ஊΝߗᗔɹॸ൮
Ʌʪ˜فਟgವϦeҊࠪΗߗᗔɽ́
ˠφ̣άlҊࠪϮɱܲɼϹفe
ҊࠪؔԻάྡ̣فάfʸଋ̣ف
άfҊࠪϮԻ̣فάeΒߗݱᗔո
ΨΗeָ̜ܲߗfटठeҝָύɛe
ߗᗔφg߃ዻּሕ̣فάܲȻͭᓦ
زeܲຳृࢡفԲgု̣ά́ˠް
൛ࠉࠉߗᗔeոګgʪ˜̣فά
ܲ©ԜҊࠪګϹࢡفԲªg߃ዻሕʂ
̣࢘ڀά܅eΗኼᜫߗດʙe©Ғ
ȻʚξˡםʪːفρeᮠᒘವՉɁ
ߗeڵɼ˞ʪ˜فάᄳªg
©ʪ˜̣فάܲ൮Ʌଌྤ̓՞fɼб
փ̓՞فय̣άg̓՞ఙܲΥόkφ
ߗeφठɃeφ܀ΝɼΣفԓeφ
ኟخeАɘφʓΗ̣فάg̣άܲ
ȻͭࢡԲeԜҊࠪɼඦeዸลᎸྩ
ūΧܾՙߗᗔgӂφūΧܾ̣فάɼ
ܲ߃ዻ̣فάeϦܲ́ˠᑬൗ̣ف
άeҊࠪ́ˠԻ̣فάeА̜ɼพ
ܝɖęพࣳɛgª
Ȼ࠱Ƀ̓࣫ࣄeˤఙ©̘̀Ɂ̣
άªgҊߙ©ʸ๐ඦeܲΒݱҊӂ
φ߃ዻ̣فάංכªeΒݱҊӂφ
ॸɊ©̵ാࡊ̱ݢ̓فeࠏྩ̓ݢɽ
༦ԹفūΧܾՙߗªgޜʨΖeҊ
ࠪᎸɒ˜Ꮊҳᮠ̣فάʀࢡg
Ҋ̨ࠪක༨ஊΝߗᗔɹॸ൮Ʌʪ˜
فਟgᗛҊࠪԖφ̣άʀࢡeɼ̘̀
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ʓΗ̣فάgȻϿຳɃ౨႕k§ਧ
࢘Η˘فڛᗔݱʧʪ˜فάᄳɽۻ
˂¨ຳෛփʪ˜ʀ۔ūɆՄ
51 
gᗛɒ˜ԜҊࠪ͋פᮠᔆຳृሕ
ʂҊ̣ࠪفάgª

